




Welcome to the Agility tablet system. Each part of this integrated system works 

alone — and in harmony — to make your tablet part of daily life. Work, home, 

school, on the go and in between, Agility is the ability to use your tablet — your way.

Change the way you look at your tablet.





HANDS-FREE CONVENIENCE
Agility tablet system holds your tablet so you don’t have to. Attach the Agility 

Shell seamlessly to a Folio, Wall Mount or Dock for the most convenient 

hands-free capability.

ENDLESS COMBINATIONS
Create your perfect mounting system by choosing the accessories that 

work best for you. One shell and a host of accessories makes for endless 

possibilities at home and on the go. 

TRUSTED PROTECTION
Featuring a streamline design and tough protection from drops, bumps 

and shocks, Agility tablet system gives you something nothing else 

can — confidence knowing your device is protected by the No. 1-most 

trusted case brand in smartphone protection.*





SHELL

As the foundation of your Agility tablet system, the Shell delivers 

drop protection and integrates your Agility accessories into one

harmonious system.





PORTFOLIO

Folding to provide protection around your entire tablet, the Portfolio also 

converts into a multi-position stand for 10 different views in landscape 

and portrait, typing and viewing and the magnetic closure provides 

auto shut-off for Apple tablets.





FOLIO

The Folio is a slim tablet case that converts into a stand. It closes to 

protect your tablet’s sensitive touchscreen, folds into a 2-position stand 

for typing and viewing and the magnetic closure provides auto shut off 

for Apple tablets.





DELUXE FOLIO

Pack everything you need with the Deluxe Folio. It folds around your 

entire tablet with a magnetic closure for auto shut-off on Apple tablets 

and protects your tablet’s sensitive touchscreen with soft microfiber. It 

works as a multi-position stand, boasts pockets to carry headphones, 

Bluetooth keyboard and charger, plus is easy to carry with the 

removable shoulder strap.





WALL MOUNT

Secure your tablet right where you need it. The Wall Mount attaches to 

any vertical surface with 3M Command Strips for quick, clean removal 

and repositioning (additional Command Strips available at your local 

hardware store). Hang a Wall Mount in every room where you like to 

use your tablet — the kitchen, the garage and even the bathroom.





DOCK

Create a home base for your tablet in any room with the Agility Dock. 

It adjusts to the perfect angle and holds your tablet in landscape 

and portrait views. Pair the Dock with the Power Base to create a 

home base charging station for your tablet and other devices.





POWER BASE

Place the Power Base on your desk, night stand or counter for the 

perfect charging destination for your tablet and other devices. It keeps 

cords out of sight and charges three devices simultaneously. Add to 

your Power Base the Dock and you’ve got the perfect technology hub 

for your home or office.





POWER DOCK

Combine the Agility Power Base and Dock for the ultimate technology 

hub. Agility Dock sits on top of the Power Base for hands-free use and 

charging a mix of up to three Apple and Android devices.



Shell Portfolio Folio Deluxe Folio

Available for iPad Air, iPad mini with Retina display, iPad 2/3/4, Galaxy Tab 
3 10.1, Galaxy Note 10.1 2014 edition and Galaxy Note 8.0.





Wall Mount Power Base Dock Power Dock

Applicable to all systems.





Founded in 1998 with a line of dry boxes, OtterBox has evolved into the No. 1-selling 

case for smartphones in the U.S. and a global leader in mobile device protection. Its 

diverse lineup of protective solutions for handheld technology protect, connect and 

enable a mobile world. OtterBox has been a six-time honoree on the Inc. 5000 list of 

fastest growing private companies in the U.S. and was named one of “America’s Most 

Promising Companies” by Forbes Magazine. The company is headquartered in Fort 

Collins, Colo., with offices in San Diego; Boston; Cork, Ireland; and Hong Kong.

* Source: The NPD Group/Retail Tracking Service/November 2010 - June 2013
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